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DarkNet v1.1.6 

DarkNet has come a long way since it was first released a couple months ago. Version 1.1.6 is the 

latest version which features improvements in the following areas: 

• Performance 

• Documentation 

• Demo Code 

• Error system 

In addition to this there are hundreds of new and useful commands in the following areas: 

• Packets 

• Networking 

• Windows firewall 

• Sound input and output 

There is now a website for DarkNet which provides useful information for those whether or not to 

purchase DarkNet. This website can be found at http://www.DarkNetworking.net. 

Performance 
DarkNet has been restructured to make it easier to maintain and to significantly improve networking 

performance in terms of speed and memory usage. 

Documentation 
Much of the documentation has been rewritten and is now structured into sections with links 

between files. 

You can see the documentation online at http://www.darknetworking.net/Documentation.html 

Demo code 
The demo code has been greatly improved. There are now 16 demo projects written in C++, DBP, 

VB.NET and C# that are easy to understand and read. 

You can download the demo code at http://darknetworking.net/Demos.html 
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Error system 
DarkNet includes several error modes that control what the plug-in does in the event of an error. A 

new exception error mode has been created for C++ and .NET users which is explained below. 

There are now 3 error modes; each can be individually toggled on or off (using mnToggleErrorMode) 

so that more than one error mode can be enabled at any one time: 

1. Message box: When an error occurs a message box will be displayed with information about 

the error. 

 

 

2. Save: When an error occurs the error will be stored and mnGetError commands can be used 

to get information about it. mnGetErrorFlag can be used to determine if an error has 

occurred. 

 

3. Exception: When an error occurs an exception is thrown of type mnError (.NET) or clError 

(C++) which contains information about the error. Note that this mode is not available to 

DBP users due to lack of exception handling in DBP. 

 

The below C++ code demonstrates how easy it is to deal with DarkNet errors using this 

mode: 

 

 

Packets 
Packets are a simple and efficient way to store data. Each packet has a used size, memory size and 

cursor position. Packets can be created, deleted or reused at any time.  

#include <MikeNet.h> 

 

void main() 

{ 

 try 

 { 

  // DarkNet code 

 } 

 catch(clError & Error) 

 { 

  // Jump here when an error occurs 

 } 

} 
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Memory 

The memory size is the amount of memory in bytes that has been allocated to the packet. The used 

size is the amount of memory in use. 

For maximum CPU efficiency the memory size should be set at program start-up and should never be 

changed. However, there are situations where the memory size needs to be changed and v1.1.6 

recognizes this with a new command: mnChangeMemorySize. 

Previously the memory size of a packet could only be changed using mnSetMemorySize. The 

problem with this is that the content of the packet is erased. mnChangeMemorySize acts like 

mnSetMemorySize except no data is lost. 

Cursor 

The cursor of a packet is used to specify the location at which data will be read or written to. The 

mnAdd and mnGet packet commands begin reading/writing at the cursor position, and move the 

cursor along by the amount of data read/written.  

Example 

 

The used size is 11 which indicates 11 elements are in use, so everything before the element shaded 

in green is in use. Commands such as mnSendTCP will only send 11 elements of data and will ignore 

unused elements. Similarly, the cursor is also at element 11 which means further mnAdd commands 

will add data at this point; the cursor could be moved anywhere in the packet using mnSetCursor. 

The memory size is 15 which means that the used size could expand a further 4 bytes in size. If the 

used size expands to 16 or above an error will occur (16 or above begins at element 15 which is 

shaded in red) 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

H E L L O  W O R L D      

 

Packet = mn Create Packet() 

mn Set Memory Size Packet, 15 

mn Add String Packet, "Hello", 0, 0 

mn Add String Packet, " World", 0, 0 
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mnInsert 

New to v1.1.6 mnInsert can be used to insert an empty space starting at cursor position in a packet, 

which can then be filled with data. 

 

Part 1 (before inserting) 

After part 1 has been executed the packet looks like this: 

(Green = used size, red = memory size) 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

H E L L O  W O R L D      

 

Part 2 (after inserting) 

After part 1 and part 2 have been executed the packet looks like this: 

(red = memory size and used size, blue = newly inserted) 

4 elements have been inserted and filled with “ BIG”, these are shaded in blue. 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

H E L L O  B I G  W O R L D  

 

` Part 1 

Packet = mn Create Packet() 

mn Set Memory Size Packet, 15 

mn Add String Packet, "Hello", 0, 0 

mn Add String Packet, " World", 0, 0 

` Part 2 

mn Set Cursor Packet, 5 

mn Insert Packet, 4 

mn Add String Packet, " Big", 0, 0 
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mnErase 

New to v1.1.6 mnErase can be used to delete a section of the packet. 

 

Part 1 (before erasing) 

(Red = memory size and used size, orange = to be erased) 

4 elements will be erased starting at element 5 and finishing at element 8 (4 elements later), these 

are shaded in orange. 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

H E L L O  B I G  W O R L D  

Part 2 (after erasing) 

(Green = used size, red = memory size) 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

H E L L O  W O R L D      

 

Memblock and string commands 

Memblock commands have been added for DBP users. mnAddMemblock allows memblock data to 

be added to a packet. mnGetMemblock allows memblock data to be retrieved from a packet. 

C++ users now have access to an overloaded version of mnGetStringC that copies the string into a 

pre allocated buffer. The original mnGetStringC allocates memory for the string automatically; this 

may not always be necessary. 

` Part 1 

Packet = mn Create Packet() 

mn Set Memory Size Packet, 15 

mn Add String Packet, "Hello Big World", 0, 0 

` Part 2 

mn Erase Packet, 5, 4 
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Networking 
The networking module has been significantly improved with added functionality in many key areas. 

UDP modes 

A new UDP mode has been created called ‘catch all, no out of order’. As you may have guessed, this 

is very similar to UDP mode ‘catch all’. 

‘catch all’ UDP mode is the easiest to use as it does not require data to be formatted in a specific 

way. The problem with this mode is that out of order packets can be received. E.g. Two packets are 

sent one after another but the second packet is received before the first packet and is thus ‘out of 

order’. 

‘catch all, no out of order’ is identical to ‘catch all’ UDP mode except no out of order packets are 

received; these are automatically discarded. 

Security 

V1.1.6 features several new commands that can be used to protect a server application from 

malicious clients. 

Send timeout 

You can now set a send timeout using mnSetSendTimeout. After the send timeout length of time, if 

a send operation has not yet completed it will be aborted and the client will be disconnected.  

This ensures that synchronous (blocking) sends do not block forever, and ensures that too many 

asynchronous (non blocking) sends are not initiated as this could cause system resources to be 

exhausted. 

Flush 

If a client sends lots of small packets to the server then the packet queue can become too large. The 

backlog of packets can cause latency (for that client only) that is too high for the data to remain 

useful. More worryingly, too many packets in the queue could exhaust system resources. 

To counter this mnGetTCPStoreAmount and mnGetUDPStoreAmount can be used to 

determine how many packets are in the queue. If the values are too high then the client can either 

be disconnected, or the queue can be emptied using mnFlushRecvTCP and mnFlushRecvUDP. 

Nagle Algorithm 

The Nagle Algorithm is a means of improving the efficiency of TCP data transfer by reducing the 

number of packets that need to be sent over the network. 

TCP packets have a 40 byte header. If the packets you send are small (e.g. 1 byte in size) then every 

time you send 1 byte of data you are actually sending 41 bytes of data. If you are sending many 1 

byte packets simultaneously it would make sense to join these together into one single packet to 

limit the overhead. The Nagle Algorithm does this for you and is enabled in v1.1.6 and all previous 

versions. 

V1.1.6 comes with an option to disable the Nagle Algorithm. The Nagle Algorithm is not always good; 

the main problem with it is that it purposefully delays data transmission.  The Nagle Algorithm 
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increases latency but reduced bandwidth; where latency is more important than bandwidth 

mnDisableNagle should be used. 

Compatibility 

V1.1.6 can communicate via TCP with applications not written using DarkNet. 

DarkNet has its own unique handshaking process which is unlikely to be mirrored by any other 

applications. To overcome this problem mnDisableTCPHandshake can be used which will disable 

the handshaking process. 

DarkNet also has a TCP packet scheme which may not be used by other applications. To overcome 

this problem mnSetTCPMode and mnSetTCPPostfix can be used to change the packet scheme. 

An example use for these new compatibility commands is to communicate with a HTTP web server. 

See http://darknetworking.net/Compatibility.html for more information, demo code and a demo 

executable. 

Graceful Disconnect 

Two types of disconnect are now available using DarkNet: Graceful and hard. 

A hard disconnect is where a client disconnects immediately without waiting for data transfer to 

complete and without sending any final data. This can be achieved using mnDisconnectClient and 

was the only available disconnect in previous versions. 

A graceful disconnect occurs when a client begins disconnecting but both the server and client are 

able to receive all data that has been sent before this point. Below is a visual explanation of how 

graceful disconnection is achieved. 

mnEnableGracefulDisconnect is used to enabled graceful disconnect on both the client and server. 

The client and server can both send and receive data from each other. 

mnClientConnected is used to determine what stage of the disconnect process we are in: 

- C_NOT_CONNECTED (0) to indicate that the client is not connected at all.  

- C_CONNECTED (1) to indicate that the client is fully connected.  

- C_NO_SEND (2) to indicate that you have used mnShutdownClient and so all further attempts to 

send will fail, but new data can still be received.  

- C_NO_RECV (3) to indicate that you have not used mnShutdownClient and can still send, but 

mnShutdownClient has been used on the other end so no more new data can be received. Data that 

is currently in the TCP packet queue can still be received via mnRecvTCP.  

- C_NO_SEND_RECV (4) to indicate that you have used mnShutdownClient and so all further 

attempts to send will fail and mnShutdownClient has been used on the other end and so no more 

new data can be received. However, there is still data in the TCP packet queue that can still be dealt 

with. When the TCP packet queue is empty mnClientConnected will return 0 and the client ID will be 

freed by mnClientJoined. 
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On the server and client side mnClientConnected returns 1. 

 

 

The server begins to gracefully disconnect the client by using mnShutdownClient. The client will 

receive all TCP data sent by the server before this point. The server can no longer send data to the 

client. 

On the server side mnClientConnected returns 2 and on the client side mnClientConnected returns 

3. 

 

 

The client can still send data to the server, the blue box below is a packet containing a farewell 

message. 

 

 

After sending the farewell message the client uses mnShutdownClient. The server will receive all 

data sent by the client before this point. The client can no longer send data to the server. 

On the server side mnClientConnected will return 4 until all data has been received. When all data 

has received mnClientConnected will return 0 and the client will be disconnected when 

mnClientJoined is next used. 

On the client side mnClientConnected will return 0. 
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TCP buffer sizes 

TCP buffers can now be resized whilst an instance is active, mnChangeBufferSizeTCP can be used to 

set a specific value and mnSetAutoResizeTCP can be used to ensure that DarkNet resizes the buffer 

as necessary. 

If a TCP buffer is smaller than an incoming TCP packet then an error will occur and the client will be 

dropped. 

Firewall Commands 
New to v1.1.6 are approximately 90 firewall commands. These commands provide complete control 

of windows firewall.  

Windows firewall demo code in DBP, C++, VB.NET and C# can be found here: 

http://www.darknetworking.net/Demos.html 

Settings 

The windows firewall module can be used to retrieve information about windows firewall in the 

following areas: 

- Internet Control Message Protocol settings 

- Application entries 

- Service entries 

- Profile settings (e.g. is the firewall enabled?) 

- Remote administration settings 

Similarly, most settings in the above areas can be changed. E.g. mnSetFirewallEnabled can be used 

to silently disable or enable windows firewall. 

Authorize an application 

The most common use of the windows firewall module is simply to authorize an application so that 

windows firewall does not restrict its activity. This can be done with one easy to use command: 

mnAddApplication.  
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Sound Input and Output 
New to v1.1.6 are easy to use sound input and output commands. In conjunction with the 

networking module, this module can be used to facilitate voice communication between 

applications.  

Sound input and output demo code in DBP, C++, VB.NET and C# can be found here: 

http://www.darknetworking.net/Demos.html 

Input is un-paused using mnUnpauseInput and paused using mnPauseInput. While input is un-

paused a stream of data will be received in the form of packets. This data is retrieved using 

mnGetInputData and can then be output using output commands.  

Input data is output using mnPlayData. Sound output is kept smooth even when connection quality 

is poor using a buffering mechanism; this mechanism can be controlled using 

mnSetOutputSmoothValues. 

Several commands exist to manipulate the retrieved sound input. mnGetDataVolume and 

mnSetDataVolume can be used to adjust volume. Commands also exist to change the way that 

sound is output. mnSetHardwarePitch, mnSetHardwareVolume and mnSetHardwarePlaybackRate 

can be used to change the pitch, volume and playback rate of sound output respectively. 

 

The sound format can be adjusted which changes the quality and size of data received. The format 

can be set to 3 preset quality levels using mnSetInputFormatLow, mnSetInputFormatMedium or 

mnSetInputFormatHigh on the input side and mnSetOutputFormatLow, 

mnSetOutputFormatMedium or mnSetOutputFormatHigh on the output side. Alternatively precise 

format values can be specified using mnSetInputFormat on the input side or mnSetOutputFormat 

on the output side; the following values can be set: Channels, Samples per second (hertz) and Bits 

per sample. 
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The sound module is demonstrated visually by the C++ visual display demo. Several fairly advanced 

techniques are demonstrated by this demo including: 

- Volume display. 

- Volume fixing; if I whisper the volume is increased, if I shout the volume is decreased. 

- Volume adjusting; volume is increased or decreased by a fixed percentage. 

- Sound wave display 

For more information about this demo see: http://darknetworking.net/Sound%20Input.html 

 


